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Dear Mrs Clements  
Re Hut base clearance  
Info for future ref  
As a long term resident of Mistley I was aware of some of the hut bases  and a bit of 
the history. Once the trees for thinning had been marked I realised that the bases 
could well be damaged /destroyed by the felling and the heavy equipment .I applied 
to PC to expose the bases .Permission granted .. I started about 3 weeks ago ,I was 
then joined by my brother and then Keith Garwood and three others Joanne 
McLellan ,Trevor Durrant and Doug Smith To date we have cleared 8 and are half 
way through what we think to be the last one That should be done on Monday  
There is a lot of research to be done which will take some time because of the virus 
situation (Reference sources closed ) 
The above is the situation at present I think we need now to gather as much info as 
possible perhaps asking ,via the internet , people to to provide that, .At present we 
have no decent photos of the huts .Aerofilms might be a source but difficult to track 
them down .Any aerial photos may well be at Swindon but have to be accessed 
physically Once we have as much info as possible we can decide how to present it 
.My initial thought is a notice board a la Trim Trail sign but I am sure there are other 
ideas If we have a complete history we could put that on PC website with the FH 
sign directing people to that website  
Brunswick House was also a prisoner of war camp .Firstly Italians then Germans Not 
much known about that either. Maybe some of the soldiers on FH were guards 
?More research  
Yours sincerely  
 R J Horlock  
 


